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of course, no matter how much the acquiring company pays to have its technology owned, its in the
acquiring companies interest to make sure the technology truly benefits their new customers or new
markets. the most common reason to sell cloud computing infrastructure is a new direction for the
company, and the products are being sold to be used in the acquired companies existing markets,
say industry insiders. china is doing what china does, india is doing what india does, and the whole

world is doing what the whole world does. now, everybody is doing what people are capable of
doing," said klaus schwab, founder of the world economic forum. unlike political thinkers who liked to
discuss the future of india and asia on the basis of the past, present and future of india's role in asia,

investors view the continent more as a unified market, which will be driven by its sheer size and
growing middle class. ( see pictures of rajan anandan. ) so, on this day over a million people decided
to express their anger over the treatment meted out to the film community in india and protested as
many as five to six thousand movies were boycotted. ( see pictures of sunny deol. ) but if you look
closely at the ground situation, its not at all rocket science. you actually go beyond the matter of

democracy and capitalism and you go beyond the developmentalist perspective - its going to have to
be a combination of both. thus, the centre has introduced a mechanism to "listen to the ground

situation and notify" where necessary. i am pretty positive that we will not have to go to that extent
now. but there is no doubt that the level of volatility that we had on 1st of may is pretty normal and

as far as i have been told this volatility will be till mid-may. you can't have all the people jump in
front of the central government at one point. there will be some that move towards the state. in fact,
this will be a good thing, a healthy event where people stand up and speak about it, not only about

bollywood but about the rights of people in general and about how they have been (or not been)
taken care of by the government," he said. ( see pictures of nawaz sharif. )
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